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Many time series encountered in economics and in natural sciences display 
regular seasonal fluctuations. In the analysis of such series, seasonal
variation can be directly incorporated in the model or removed from the
series by seasonal adjustment methods which can implicitly or explicitly 
rely on seasonal models. But sometimes the seasonal variation is not
constant over the length of the time series. When the variation is allowed
to be a deterministic function of the seasonal index, the resulting models 
are then referred to as periodic seasonal time series models.
This thesis describes and analyses several types of periodic seasonal time 
series models, including periodic formulations of autoregressive moving 
average (ARMA) and unobserved components (UC) models. It mainly
focuses on the analysis of seasonal macroeconomic time series where
UC models are extended by having periodic coefficients for different
components. Throughout the thesis, specific attention is given to
identification of the parameters before estimation is conducted.
Further it is shown that exact maximum likelihood estimation is
feasible despite the large number of parameters that are typically
encountered in this class of periodic models. 
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